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Going Digital with Jackson & Co!
US2U Consulting have been working with
Jackson & Co, Colchester’s leading Estate Agency, on
their business planning, marketing and people
development.
To ensure they stay ahead of the competition in this
digital age, we have also produced a video
explaining the various stages of the Lettings process,
for the benefits of Tenants and Landlords and to
enhance Jackson & Co’s online presence.

Please watch the
video, ‘Let us help
you understand the
Lettings process’
and let us know
what you think!

Find out more about how you can benefit from an
US2U Consulting-produced promotional video!

Improve Your Team’s Performance…
In our latest publication, 'Managing Conflict in the
Workplace', we look at the typical reasons for conflict
and consider potential tips and strategies that we can
all use to help resolve conflict.
Conflict has been widespread throughout the UK lately
- with increasing political pressures and uncertainty meaning the last thing we need at work is for
internal conflicts to undermine our productivity further.

Click on the Managing Conflict sign to download the
publication and do let us know your thoughts on this
topic! Find out more about our range of services here.

Rachel
Blackburn
Conducts
Norwich for
Jobs Talk

Testimonial
Time!

Rachel Blackburn was the guest
speaker at the Norwich For Jobs
‘Monday Support Club’ held at the
Department for Work and Pensions
Norwich office on 17 July.
When talking about her personal
journey, Rachel also discussed the
importance of combining the right
professional skills with a ‘can do’
approach. She also discussed
practical ways in which young
people can move forward into
employment and how to make of
the most of their existing skillset.
Read the full story on our website!

“My Management Team and I
found it really productive to work
with US2U Consulting to design and
US2U Consulting adds to the implement a number of leadership
initiatives to drive continuous
Ranks with Summer Intern
improvement across our business
and maintain and develop the
We have added Lee Casey to the
great service we give to our
team, who joins us as a paid
students. We worked together to
Summer Intern. Having completed
create a tailored staff survey which
the second year of his degree in BSc has enabled us to progress priority
Psychology at the University of East
areas and raise standards. It has also
Anglia, Lee is keen to relate his
been useful to continue our
skillset to experiences and activities leadership development journey by
in the consulting world.
exploring processes and behaviours
which mark us as a world class
This follows news of US2U Consulting organisation. Thank you Rachel and
being awarded the New Anglia LEP US2U Consulting!”
Youth Pledge Marque - find out why!
Centre Director, INTO UEA
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